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Research INSIGHTS
Since 1972, Snapple’s quirkiness
and unique flavor combinations
have secured its position in
the ready-to-drink market.
Our approach to this campaign
resides in the powerful
emotional value of nostalgia,
using the brand experience
and memory-associations
consumers have to sell Snapple.
The youth generation’s tastes
are in constant flux between
new and different, creating
an inevitable influence on the
market. This results in market

growth and expansion, conveying
a youthful exuberance.

“We all have to grow up,
but we never have to get
old.” Harvey Mackay—a
popular and entertaining
American business speaker

As ready-to-drink beverage culture
evolves, the significance of age
becomes more influential on
tea markets and articulates how
Snapple will thrive in the future.
This campaign revives the
experience Snapple provided

its original consumers in 1972,
before normalizing its brand
essence. Our strategy builds a
triad market from three target
demographics: college students,
young professionals, and parents.
The campaign aims to effectively
reposition Snapple with its quirky
attitude and colorful brand
image once again. We intend
to grow new brand relevance
through the heartland and
beyond, reminding Americans
to “Savor the Sweetness.”

Three target Demographics
THE STUDENT
Favors fruity drinks and has a sweet tooth (18-23)
Price is important but secondary to taste
Persuaded by visual images and grassroots marketing
Higher propensity to purchase bottled drinks
Has an agentic consumer self-concept

THE YOUNG PRO

Often purchases from vending machines (24-29)
Prefer premium bottled beverages
Developing into brand loyalists
Responds favorably to out-of-the-box advertising
Has a mix of agentic and communal self-concept

THE New PARENT

Buys for the household (30+)
High value for education and knowledge
Positive reaction to value rather than brand recognition
Has a communal consumer self-concept
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Snapple landscape
ECONOMIC TRends

HIStory in a snap!

Growth

Tea sales are predicted to double in the next five years. This growth
will come from all segments and will be driven by convenience as
well as interest in the health benefits of tea, continued innovation
and the discovery of unique, flavorful and high-end specialty teas.

1972

In Long Island, New
York, three friends
create an apple soda
and call it Snapple

1987

Snapple Iced Tea is
introduced to
the world

1993

Howard Stern and
Wendy the Snapple
Lady are recruited

1994

Snapple is sold to
Quaker Oats for
$1.7 billion

1997

Quaker Oats sells
Snapple to Triarc for
$300 million

2000

Turning profit, Triarc
sells Snapple for $1.45
billion to Cadbury

2004

Cadbury combines
Snapple with its
beverage unit,
publicly traded as Dr.
Pepper Snapple (DPS)

Health & Wellness

Many Americans are familiar with scientifically proven health
benefits of drinking tea, and are reaching for tea as an alternative
to sugar-laden beverages.

Convenience/ Availability

Trends demonstrate that consumers demand simple, accessible
foods and beverages that accommodate busy lifestyles. Tea is
convenient. Ready-to-drink tea and single-serve pods provide the
ultimate convenience to consumers.

Average Consumption

On any given day, more than half of the American population
drinks tea. The greatest concentration of tea drinkers are in
the South and Northeast region. Approximately four in five
consumers drink tea, with millennials being the most likely (87%
of millennials drink tea).

COMPETITOR Analysis
Lipton Tea
Strengths

Backed by Pepsi
Longest history in tea
manufacturing

Weaknesses
		

Arizona Tea
Strengths

Inexpensive
“More bang for your buck”
Artistic design

Honest tea/gold peak
Strengths

Backed by Coke
Targets upper class consumers
Largest increase in sales

Too many brands
Dependent on foreign supply

Weaknesses

Lack of advertising
Sold only to certain retailers
Smaller company in comparison

Weaknesses

Expensive
Less brand recognition
Newest brand in the market
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Snapple has a strong brand reputation
and high brand awareness.

Snapple has strong competition from the
presence of globally established brands.

Snapple is known for its innovative
taste and flavors: 9 brands stood at
number 1 in their genre of flavor,
and from the top 10 brands of
beverages, the top 6 soft drinks are
from Dr. Pepper Snapple Group.

Dr. Pepper Snapple Group acquires 70%
of its revenues from North America
Dr. Pepper Snapple Group is relatively
small compared to its competitors: Firm
relies on some third-party bottlers,
including Coke- and Pepsi-affiliated bottlers
for packaging and distribution, which
could cause costs to rise in the future.

Dr. Pepper Snapple Group has a
strong foothold in diverse brands
in the American market.
The Dr. Pepper Snapple Group
employs nearly 20,000 workers who
implement prudent strategies to
ensure the company’s reputation.

OPPORTUNITIES

Dr. Pepper Snapple Group has little to
no foothold in some of the fast growing
markets including energy drinks,
sports drinks, and enhanced waters.

SWOT

ANALYSIS

Dr. Pepper Snapple Group does not
currently draw a significant portion of
revenue from outside North America.
Considering Coca-Cola, which operates
in over 200 countries and derives
approximately 76% of revenues outside
of North America, Dr. Pepper Snapple
Group could see a large increase in
revenues if it expands internationally.
Dr. Pepper Snapple Group sees the best
opportunity for growth through line
extensions, especially with opportunities
in high growth and high margin categories,
including ready-to-drink teas, energy
drinks, and other convenient beverages.
Economic growth would
expand opportunities.
By expanding its selection of healthy
products, Snapple could enhance
the reputation of company among
health conscious groups.

THREATS
The limited market opportunities in
North America will affect the sales of
the company while large rivals such
as Pepsi and Coca Cola continue to
grow globally. However, the risks of
external business are always present.
Competitive pricing could put Snapple at
a disadvantage as the cost of raw
materials are increasing.
Socio-cultural trends, such as
organic and non-GMO, are becoming
increasingly more popular in the healthconscious community. toward healthier
lifestyles are growing in popularity.
There is a possibility of losing partner
bottlers, which results in poor
distribution networks could cause the
absence of brands from retail shelves.
Rates of interest are always increasing.
Globally, interests rates are rising,
which will cause demand to fall.
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PRIMary Research
BRAND RELEVANCE AND TASTE TEST FOCUS GROUP OBJECTIVES
Can the consumers identify Snapple with a slogan or blind taste test?
What about the Snapple bottle’s appearance attracts and compels the majority of consumers to purchase?
Do consumers prefer glass packaging (Snapple) to plastic packaging (competitors)?
What aspect of the Snapple bottle is the most favored (Color, Cap/Fun Fact, Glass, Graphics)?
Which emotions and memories trigger nostalgia during testing, and is there a correlation to the Snapple flavor being tested?

329

QUESTIONNAIRES
COMPLETED

58

OBSERVATIONAL
SURVEYS

28

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

5
3

STORE &
SUPPLIER INTERVIEWS
FOCUS GROUPS

RESULTS
61% identified the Snapple brand
from its slogan “Made From the
Best Stuff of Earth” in comparison
to competitors’ slogans
10% identified the Snapple logo
on the glass bottle in comparison
to competitors’ logos
90.6% claimed the “Snapple Cap
Fact” as their favorite aspect of
the bottle
46.5% reported preferring
Snapple’s glass bottle to the
competitors’ plastic bottles

Our primary research tested
brand relevance and sample
taste testing; consumers were
able to identify the product of
Snapple, but were unaware of
its variety of products or able
to identify the Snapple logo.
Additionally, we found that during
blind taste-testing Snapple was
preferred to its top competitors
in both its juice and tea taste.
When participants were informed
about the product, they were
surprised to prefer Snapple — not
knowing that Snapple offered that
particular flavor. We found that
84.6% of people surveyed were
familiar with the brand; however,
the participants were only
familiar with at most two flavors
— leaving a large gap to expand
brand and product familiarity.
Our next objective was to detect
what the consumer thought of
the product (measuring taste,
smell, appearance, and nostalgic
reference). Through taste tests
and a questionnaire to follow,
it was determined that the
consumers were pleasantly
“surprised” or “shocked” at how
the product tasted and smelled.
Of those surveyed, 46.5% preferred
the glass bottle packaging to the
plastic bottle of the competitors.
When asked why, most of the
consumers answered that they
preferred the appearance of the
Snapple bottles, because it was
most appealing to the eye. Other
participants stated that the glass
preserved the freshness; other

consumers perceives a cleaner
taste from a glass bottle.
Following the taste test, we
administered a questionnaire
to consumers, measuring what
they liked best about the Snapple
bottle. The results showed that
a majority 90.6% of consumers
chose the “Snapple Fact” on
the inside of the bottle cap
as the most enjoyable aspect
of the bottles’ design.
Using memory and nostalgic
stimulation, a taste test, and a
questionnaire, we observed that
of the consumers who tested
fruitier flavors such as StrawberryKiwi and Mango Madness, 46%
correlated the taste and smell
to a happy memory such as the
beach or summertime. The fruity
flavors also triggered 38% of the
consumers to link the taste and
smell to a fond childhood memory.
The results of our primary
research suggests that the
participants knew about the
Snapple brand itself, but they
did not know about the variety
of products or flavors. This
research demonstrates that
nostalgia and emotion are the
strongest corollary factors
in relation to the product.
This test was designed to provoke
an emotional response from
the participant to stimulate
memory for the nostalgia
test to follow.
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FOCUS GROUP DATA
triggered memories

color perception

THE STUDENT

Blues and yellows received the most positive responses
from participants across the board regardless of age
and gender.

Childhood adventures, times of less responsibility

THE YOUNG PRO

Red hues were reported at two distinct extremes 50/50

Accomplishments in the immediate past

THE PARENT

Family-oriented memories, days of young adulthood

When shown the black and charcoal swatch, only
10% of the sample size chose black as a favorite after
deeming it classic and chic, while the remaining 90%
regarded it as depressing and gloomy.

Secondary Research
MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
Nostalgia can best be associated
through the heavy appeal to a need
for belonging and self-esteem in
our campaign. We want consumers
to "Savor the Sweetness” of a
time where they enjoyed
themselves with their loved
ones in the good ole' days or
days of their prime or felt
that they had a valuable
role or purpose.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION:
Desire to survive

SELF-ESTEEM:

Desire to live comfortably

BELONGING:

Desire to belong to establish and maintain relationships

SAFETY:

Desire to feel valuable and important, to have a purpose

PHYSIOLOGICAL:

Desire to reach your highest potential and succeed

The UNIVERSITY OF HONGIK IN SOUTH KOREA AND VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY published
a study ON CONSUMER SELF-CONCEPTS IN 2015 with some notable findings
Nostalgic goods are more likely to be purchased by agentic participants, and then they
inform others based on their self-positivity.
Nostalgic goods are more likely to be purchased by communal participants, and then they
inform others based on social connectedness.
Non-nostalgic goods had no major effect on both agentic and communal participants.
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STRATEGIC OUTLOOK
people are engaged in creating
“ While
a totally different world, they
always form vivid images of the
preceding world.

” Marshall McLuhan
From the book of probes
Designed by david carson
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CREATIVE BRIEF
OBJECTIVE
To create a comprehensive method of advertisement to bring both the
Heartland and non-Heartland back to the Snapple camp. We intend to
invigorate their market interests using a variety of methods.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Males and females 18 - 49 years old (target of age 30) with a positive
personality that are appreciative of natural ingredients (but are not
health nuts) looking for a tasty, simple, premium beverage experience

DELIVERABLES

In addition to traditional media buys and artifacts, our approach
incorporates innovative grassroots marketing, encouraging direct
contact with consumers.

CONCEPT

During the message exploration of this campaign, the creative
team took a nostalgic concept approach based off of “memory
triggers” discovered in taste testing. Because of the association that
participants made with their life and drinking Snapple, the adaptable
slogan of “Savor the Sweetness” came to life. This message has a
double meaning — “Sweetness” can be found in the Snapple product,
as well as in the sweetness of life (i.e. music, style, etc.).
9

MESSAGE STRATEGY
Even in a health-conscious
market, Snapple should embrace
its sweetness. Our “Savor the
Sweetness” campaign is brewed
from research on current
nostalgia-based marketing
trends. The slogan encompasses
not only the flavors and
freshness of Snapple, but also

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

the product’s emotional value.
“Savor the Sweetness” expands
the spectrum of the sweetness in
human experiences by adding to
it, Savor the Sweetness...
...of Music
...of Road Trips
...of Fashion
As a brand that has been around

for decades, Snapple knows
first-hand what nostalgic value
means. From this campaign,
we focus on music, adventure,
and charity as the feel-good,
youthful experiences we want
people to connect with and
associate longterm with Snapple.

The Super Bowl commercial kicks off the “Savor the
Sweetness” campaign with a burst of social media
and broadcast coverage. The Snapple Stream Tour,
will include visits to universities, national parks,
and grocery stores and is promoted through print,
broadcast, and digital media.

The Snapple Stream Tour will deliver Snapple and
brand merchandise directly to consumers in areas
where the tea market is on the rise. After the tour
has come to an end, Snapple will hit the music
scene, and sponsor three large music festivals, all
of which are popular with the target demographic.

Festival sponsorships will conclude in the fall.
“Savor the Sweetness of Awkward Moments” will
be a trend on social media channels during the
back-to-school season in order to appeal to the
younger target demographic.

Snapple will partner up with the National
Association for Music Education for
philanthropic purposes during the holiday
season. This portion of the campaign will be
supported on all social media channels with the
use of #SnappleTracks.
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NATIONAL BROADCAST
The commercial’s main character
falls within one of our three target
demographics, a young professional,
who is mentally preparing himself
for an important interview.
He looks distressed, perhaps because
it is his first major professional
interview — this scenario is open for
interpretation and applicable to a
myriad of viewer experiences. The
main character needs to collect his
thoughts and he grabs his Snapple,
and takes a walk.
He looks at himself in the mirror
and realizes he needs a little “pep.”

After a big sip of Snapple, the main
character snaps his fingers, and
begins to sing, “No Rain,” by the 90s
band, Blind Melon, wearing vintage
and quirky clothing that would never
be worn to a professional interview.
The change to colorful clothing and
light-hearted singing implies he
finds himself in the comfort of his
usual, eccentric confidence.

memories for our older target
demographic.

“No Rain,” by Blind Melon, was
chosen for its upbeat, catchy melody
and for the line “and all I can do is
pour some tea for two and speak my
point of view” — while highlighting
this hit from the 90s, sparking

The two goals of the commercial
are to tap into all three of our target
demographics by creating a scenario
that could trigger nostalgia, and to
complement Snapple’s quirky and
light-hearted style.

At the conclusion of the commercial,
the young man dons his suit with
a renewed confidence. The main
character’s short, quirky outburst
is just the grounding he needs in
order to fight off his nerves and be
successful.

Commercial Storyboard (30 seconds):

Scene 1: A restless, young
professional sits in an office lobby,
visibly anxious, looking to see if
anyone is coming.

Scene 2: Man reaches for his Mango
Madness Snapple and grabs the bottle
from his bag.

Scene 3: Man stands in the restroom,
feeling distressed about his upcoming
interview, and staring at his Snapple.

Scene 4: He pops the top of
the Snapple and takes a gulp
before snapping his fingers and
transforming into another version
of himself.

Scene 5: In his new outfit, the man
begins to lip-sync “No Rain” by
Blind Melon” in the mirror before
falling out of sight and returning to
his business attire with a new sense
of confidence.

Scene 6: The young professional
returns to the office with renewed
vigor, meeting an extended
hand. He shakes the hand of the
employer, signaling the start of a
promising interview.

Click Here to view the full commercial
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Radio Broadcast
Description & SCRIPT:
The radio spot will inform the
public about the locations of
the Snapple Stream-Mobile,
promoting our Airstream
tour. Geotags will allow the
advertisement to be accessed
through internet radio, so the
majority of the script is static
outside of location and time.
The adaptability of this radio slot
mirrors the versatile nature of the
slogan, “Savor the Sweetness.”

Click Here to listen to
the full radio spot

SFX: Quirky harp
MVO: Dust off the winter blues with Snapple this

Spring. Snapple is hitting the road in the Snapple
Stream-Mobile to share the best stuff on Earth
with you.

SFX: Snapple bottle cap “pop”
SFX: Drink savor
MVO: Enjoy a Snapple and free swag at 10am this
Saturday at Walmart on 1st street.

SFX: Quirky harp
MVO: Snapple, Savor the Sweetness!
Disclaimer: While supplies last.

Social Media Campaign
Savor The Sweetness of Awkward Moments
Some of the sweetest memories in
life are those momentary lapses in
grace which result in funny stories
that carry through time like badges of
honor (or sometimes embarrassment).
Considering Snapple has a track
record of quirky and spontaneous
social media tactics, we decided to
join in this playground.
To further show the adaptability of
the “Savor the Sweetness” slogan,
we will introduce a social media
campaign that focuses on savoring
the awkward moments of life.
“Savor the Sweetness of Awkward
Moments” will request Snapple
followers to submit a short video clip
of themselves telling a story of their
own awkward moment. Participants
will have a chance to win tickets

to one of three upcoming Snapplesponsored music festivals including
travel and lodging.
During the Snapple Stream Tour,
fifteen of the finest storytellers will
each earn a set of tickets to one of
the three music festivals that Snapple
will sponsor. One set of tickets will be
reserved for each university campus
stop on the tour to help generate
interest in each strategically chosen
tour stop locations.
The six remaining tickets will be
divvied out to the winning social
media submissions using the hashtag
#OhSnapps, helping bring attention
to the Snapple social media channels.
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Social Media
1
2

3

Social Media Tactics
Social media tactics are
paramount when it comes to
the success of ad campaigns
today. The goal of our strategy
is to deliver a clear and concise
message about our promotional
deliverables for Snapple.
Figure 1 (Facebook post)
Facebook is a great example of
how Snapple will spread the word
about the Snapple Air Stream
Tour. Since the Stream-Mobile
will be hitting a minimum of 16
strategically planned locations, the
use of social media is critical to
the success of this tour. The larger
the turnout, the more hype, and
the more effective our strategy.

Figure 2 (Facebook ad)
This ad is designed to draw
attention to the hashtag,
#SnappleTracks, and the
philanthropy project in this
campaign. The budget for
impressions on Facebook will
cause this promoted advertisement
to reach far and wide.
Figure 3 (Instagram post)
Instagram posts supplement the
#SnappleTracks philanthropy
concept on an image-heavy
social media channel. Snapple’s
Instagram will be ripe for
the picking between this
philanthropic venture and the
#OhSnapps promotion.
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OUT OF HOME
Billboard
The billboard advertisement is intended to remind the
audience that Snapple has evolved throughout styles
of the past and present. Iconic fashion styles evoke
nostalgia — a feeling that we want to be associated with
Snapple’s brand. The image of the young woman holding
the Snapple bottle conveys that Snapple is timeless. This
advertisement will be seen in high-traffic cities where
this campaign’s target demographics are most present,
in the Heartland and Non-Heartland area. Over the span
of a year, 76 billboard ads of varying sizes will be placed
in 27 cities and 24 colleges.

ELEVATOR

The elevator advertisement
parallels the concept used in the
Snapple billboard advertisement,
while taking advantage of multiple
dimensions of the medium. The
interior and exterior design of
the elevator wrap increases the
chances of engaging Snapple’s
target demographics.

Fifteen ads will be placed in
high traffic airports such as Will
Rogers World Airport, Kansas
City International Airport, and
Newark Liberty Airport. Thousands
of travelers pass through these
airports every day — making this
advertisement highly exposed.
These ads will run for a year.
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other creative artifacts
THE SNAPPLE STREAM-MOBILE
In the spirit of the great
American roadtrip, Snapple
will be going on tour across
the Heartland and nonHeartland areas to reach
target demographics in
emerging tea markets.
The Snapple Stream-Mobile
was designed to evoke
positive nostalgic memories
and create social media buzz.

Magazine
To complement the tour, we created a
magazine spread advertisement that will run
in Nylon, Cosmopolitan, and Rolling Stone,
which will reach all three target demographics.
The message strategy is to promote the
Snapple Stream Tour and to drive traffic to the
website and social media channels.

P.O.P. COOLER
What’s more eye-catching than a Snapple bottle?
A giant Snapple bottle!
Not only is this cooler cost-efficient to produce, but also it is simple to
assemble — a boon at music festivals. Additionally, the towering Snapple
cooler will attract and inspire the target demographic to take selfies. The
possibilities are endless!
These coolers will be placed in retail establishments, music festivals, and
amusement parks.
15

Music Festival Sponsorships
Why Music festivals?
Music festivals are an
innovative way for Snapple to
expand their brand recognition.
Festival sponsorships will
provide prime exposure to our
three target demographics.

The festival production
company will handle the
logistics of the event, making
a festival sponsorship a
marketing method that
requires minimal labor and
management from Snapple.

Not only will a music festival
sponsorship attract new
consumers while circulating
the brand name, but it will also
complement the fun, quirky,
and bubbly persona of Snapple.

The Anschutz Entertainment Group and Momentum Marketing Group published
a study ON EVENT SPONSORSHIPS in the summer of 2015 with some notable findings

80%

believed sponsoring a
live music festival is
the most effective way
a brand can connect
with its market

93%

of respondents favored
brands that sponsor
events

80%

80%

of attendees purchase
a product from a
sponsored brand at a
festival

of attendees
recommended brands
present at festivals to
their networks

Festival Exploration
Lollapalooza
Chicago, IL
July 28 - 31, 2016

Cost of Sponsorship:
$50,000 - $100,000/year
75% of attendees are
21 - 34 years old

Summer Fest

Milwaukee, WI
June 29 - July 3, 2016
July 5 - July 10, 2016
Cost of Sponsorship:
$50,000 - $100,000/year
53% of attendees are
18 - 44 years old

Backwoods

Stroud, OK
September 1 - 5, 2016
Cost of Sponsorship:
$100,000 - $150,000/year
40% of attendees are
23 - 34 years old
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Backwoods Music Festival
A festival sponsorship with the
Backwoods Music Festival is a prime
example of optimal Snapple brand
exposure. Backwoods Music Festival
is a four-night event centered
around electronic dance music that
takes place in Oklahoma during
the summer. Music festivals such
as Backwoods appeal to all of the
target demographics.

Gender Demographics

2015 Backwoods Festival
Social Media Followers

62%

38%

Age Demographics

42,000

32,000

20,700

Backwoods Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities to promote the brand on the
mobile application
Sponsorship includes activation space and
access to electrical connections
15 to 30 second Snapple promotional videos
play on jumbo screen between music acts on
Backwoods’ main stage
Featured space designated for sponsors on
Backwoods’ festival guide and website

•
•
•
•
•

35 years & up

22%

25 - 34 years

40%

21 - 24 years

34%

18 - 20 years

14%

Prominent display of the Snapple logo on
festival signage, VIP areas, T-Shirts, sponsor
page + click-through link
Increased exposure on social media platforms:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat
Increased exposure on billboards in Oklahoma
City and Tulsa
Inclusion in Backwoods’ contests
Shout outs on the local and regional
radio stations
17

Snapple Stream Tour
The Snapple Stream-mobile will embark on a
30-day journey — the Snapple Stream Tour
PSYCHOGRAPHICS and
DEMOGRAPHICS

Four seasonally employed brand ambassadors
(two professionals and two interns) deliver
Snapple directly to the targeted demographics in a
customized Airstream, hauled by a 1972 Suburban.

College Students
More than 15 million U.S.
college students (18 to 35
years old) spend over $200
billion annually

The tour makes a total of 16 stops, visiting
universities, national parks, and grocery stores.
Along the way, the ambassadors will distribute free
Snapple samples and merchandise such as shirts,
hoodies, sunglasses, crazy straws, and buttons.

National Parks
Visitors of national
parks tend to be youthful
and adventurous, likely
traveling close to home for
economic efficiency

The Snapple team will use the scenic stops at national
parks as the backdrops of aesthetically pleasing
photos, which they will post on social media.
The team will give away tickets to Snapple
sponsored music festivals to drive up social
engagement using the hashtag #OhSnapps.

$6,000

Stores
Grocery store shoppers are
mostly women; 52% of married
couples with children shop at
grocery stores

$2,5oo For

For Food

customized

TENTS & sleeping
Bags

$50 Per Diem

customized
1972 Suburban

a i r stre am $54,000
customized

gas and

$44,000

Maintenance $5,500

Tour BUDGET TOTAL: $150,000

$20,000

For MerchanDise
& Giveaways

$14,000 salaries
For two

$4,000
For two

Scholarships
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Snapple Stream
Tour Tour
Snapple
Stream

Key
National Parks
Grocery stores
Universities

National Parks
Mark Twain State Park
Cuyahoga Valley National Park
Tall Grass Prairie National Park

Grocery stores
Walmart - Akron, Ohio
Walmart - Wichita, Kansas
Walmart - Des Moines, Iowa
Walmart - South Bend, Indiana

Universities
University of Wisconsin-Madison
New York University
Cleveland State University
University of Michigan
Pennsylvania State University
University of Oklahoma
Northwestern University
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
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Philanthropy
National Association for Music Education (NAFME)
NAfME is leading the world in music education, empowering generations to create, perform, and
respond to music. This non-profit organization is changing the way we incorporate education
and music into schools and states by orchestrating success for millions of students nationwide
and supporting music educators in all teaching levels for over a century.

#SNAPpletRACKS
#SnappleTracks is a music
education campaign to
be introduced next year.
Along with Real Facts,
an additional under-thecap code to download a
new song from Snapple’s
website every month.
The Snapple team will select
songs with a nostalgic feel directly
from SoundCloud. Unsigned
artists will provide the sound of
this campaign — corresponding
with the company’s grassroots
sentiment. Spotlighting unsigned
SoundCloud artists also provides a
philanthropic element by helping
musicians gain exposure.

A portion of the download
profits will go to the
National Association
for Music Education
(NAfME). This non-profit
organization focuses
on bettering the world
of music education for
students and educators.
20

BUDGET breakdown
1.34%

Public Relations
$670 K

2.96%
social media
$1.48 M

5%
Contingency
$2.5 M

5%
production
$2.5 M

28%
digital
$14 M

5.4%
Out$2.7
of Mhome
6.3%
Print

$3.15 M

46%

broadcast
$23 M
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MEDIA BUYS
CPM BUDGET OUTLAY impressions

digital
Youtube - GOOGLE ANALYTICS
•
•
•
•

$2

$9,500,000

4,750,000,000

Uses its data in order to place our advertisements that hit our target demographics
Provides up-to-date information on the effectiveness of our digital streaming ads
Google is able to move our advertisements quickly to new videos if ads do not hit the intended demographics
Advertisements that are blocked with popular Chrome Plugins such as AdBlock do not interfere

Hulu - HULU ANALYTICS

$25 - 30

$4,000,000

133,333,333

• Hulu cross references its viewer base with our target demographic for advertisement placement
• Provides instant feedback on the effectiveness of advertisements and possible alternatives
• Advertisements on Hulu are 106% more effective than on linear TV ads for building top-of-mind awareness

soundcloud

$500,000

39,500,000

• SoundCloud will be an effective medium to raise awareness for #SnapTracks
• SoundCloud provides a unique opportunity to create a positive association with its musical community
• 200 million people use soundcloud — 65% of them are under 35

TOTAL $14,000,000 4,922,833,333

SOCIAL MEDIA
INSTAGRAM

10%

BUDGET OUTLAY: $666,000
IMPRESSIONS: 222,000,000

TWITTER

BUDGET OUTLAY: $148,000
IMPRESSIONS: 16,444,444

FACEBOOK

BUDGET OUTLAY: $666,000
IMPRESSIONS: 666,000,000

45%

45%

total
BUDGET OUTLAY:
$1,480,000
total
IMPRESSIONS:
904,444,444
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MEDIA BUYS
BROADCAST
Broadcast coverage results in national
exposure, giving Snapple an advantage
at reaching the target demographic—
thereby, increasing brand awareness.
Additionally, we will purchase 30 second
commercials during primetime. Overall,
broadcast remains the most effective
method to deliver a cohesive,
lucid message.

WHY THE
SUPER BOWL?
In chemistry, in order for a reaction to
occur, a little energy must be expended.
The Super Bowl commercial is where this
campaign will be launched. In a matter
of 15 seconds, 111,900,000 impressions
will be made. What better way to kickstart
our national campaign than by increasing
brand awareness? After the Super Bowl,
the rest of our advertising mediums
take hold and push brand awareness
even further.

NATIONAL
$17,000,000
impressions
Nbc 16,356,000
Potential shows: The Voice
impressions
abc 21,192,000
Potential shows: The Bachelor, Grey's Anatomy
impressions
cw 8,664,000
Potential shows: The flash, arrow
impressions
fox 13,452,000
Potential shows: Empire, Brooklyn Nine-Nine
impressions
cbs 15,318,000
Potential shows: The Big bang theory
cable

$3,000,000

AMC

2,880,000 impressions
Potential shows: The Walking dEad

HBO

777,000 impressions
Potential shows: Silicon Valley

super bowl

RADIO
TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 77,892,000

$2,500,000
$500,000
TOTAL: $23,000,000

PUBLIC RELATIONS
FESTIVALS
TOUR
PHILANTHROPY

TOTAL

$350,000
$200,000
$120,000

$670,000
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MEDIA BUYS
THE YOUNG PRO
THE STUDENT
THE PARENT

PRINT
Cosmopolitan
ROLLING STONE
NYLON
TARGET AGE

18

24

30

49

With our print advertisements, we diversify our bought media portfolio and reach our target
demographics. Cosmopolitan, Rolling Stone, and Nylon were selected because they are
special-interest magazines that appeal almost exclusively to our target demographic.

AVG. AGE age 18-40 BUDGET OUTLAY CIRCULATION
COSMOPOLITAN
ROLLING STONE
NYLON

31
27
35

50%
80%
44.5%

TOTAL

OUT OF HOME

$2,000,000
$960,000
$181,664

16,006,000
216,466
1,045,000

$3,150,000
17,267,466
BUDGET OUTLAY IMPRESSIONS

billboards*
ELEVATORS
p.o.p. COOLERS

$1,200,000
$1,300,000
$200,000

6,779,778,722
2,700,000

TOTAL $2,700,000 6,782,478,722
*BASED ON 27 CITIES, 24 COLLEGES, COLOR, 1 YEAR
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MEDIA SCHEDULE
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
TELEVISION
National Broadcast
Cable

MAGAZINE
DIGITAL
Social Media
SoundCloud
YouTube
Hulu

OUT OF HOME
PR
Tour
Festivals
Philanthropy

RADIO

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 12,817,592,965
National Broadcast
Cable
Magazine

186,912,000
3,657,000
17,267,466

904,444,444
SoundCloud 39,500,000
YouTube 4,750,000,000

Social Media

Hulu
Out of Home

133,333,333
6,782,478,722
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Evaluation
Ultimate Objective

Performance Indicators

Potential Results

Grow Snapple TM volume
in the United States

Volume of sales

If this campaign is successful, TM Volume
must increase by at least 5% to be
statistically significant.

the Heartland: Heavy User Strategy
Objective 1

Performance Indicators

Grow Brand Relevance
through engagement
tactics with Heavy Snapple
Users (Brand Relevance is
currently at 50%)

•
•
•
•

Grow Heavy User Buying Rate
from 9x to 10x per year

Volume of sales

Google Analytics
Nielson Insights
Social Media Traffic
Surveys

Potential Results
If Brand Relevance increases, Snapple
should score more hits on Google, obtain
higher Nielson Insight rating, experience
increased Social Media Traffic, and have
more positive survey responses.
If the Heartland is receptive to the
campaign, they will buy at least one more
Snapple a year.

Non-Heartland: Light User Strategy
Objective 2

Performance Indicators

Drive Trial by converting High
Awareness (90%) to Top of
Mind Brand Awareness (15%)

•
•
•
•

Grow Light User Buying Rate
from 1x to 3x per year

Volume of sales

Regular testing will be
administered to ensure the
achievement of the selected
objectives during the campaign.
Hulu Analytics and Google
Analytics provide instant
validation of our bought digital
media. Google even allows
constant measurement of hits/
searches. Nielson Insights

Google Analytics
Nielson Insights
Social Media Traffic
Surveys

Potential Results
If High Awareness is converted to Top of
Mind Brand Awareness Relevance: Snapple
should score more hits on Google, obtain
higher Nielson Insight rating, experience
increased Social Media Traffic, and have
more positive survey responses.
If the non-Heartland is receptive to the
campaign, they will buy at least two more
Snapples a year.

publishes in-depth reports
about the effectiveness of our
broadcast placements. These
analytics allow the optimization
of efficiency for this campaign.
Surveys will be embedded with
festival ticket giveaways on
social media. These giveaways
will be conducted on a
location-specific timeframe.

This data should allow us
to measure public relations
efforts, brand awareness, brand
relevance, and top-of-mind brand
awareness. This information can
be tailored to use for
future campaigns.
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